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CHAPTER I
RATIONALE OF CLINICAL EVALUATION
OF CANDIDATES FOR 11iE PRIESTHOOD AND
THE RELIGIOUS LIFE
In the development of techniques for psychological
measurement. efforts have been made from time to time to develop
scales or inventories that would include religious values.

For

example, the Allport-Vernon Scale of Values(l) was designed to
rank

vario~s

value systems of a person. including those of a

religious nature.

In his original Interest Blank. Strong(36)

included a scale for measuring the interests of successful
ministers which is still part of the inventory.
After World War 11, some Catholic psychologists utilized
the resources of persol1ality testing for the purpose of screening candidates for the priesthood and the religious life.
Personality and interest tests as well as psychological interviewing became essentials in the screening programs of a growing
number of religious communities(40).

Several articles encourag-

ing this movement appeared in the professional journals(17).
but the attitude of religious leaders was generally reserved.
It was not quite clear to some of them whether or to what extent
the use of psychological techniques in the screening of these
candidates was advisable, on account of the supernatural factors
I
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influencing the personality structures of seminarians and
religious(S).
Some investigators(6) have appealed to the distinction
between the natural and the supernatural elements of a "vocation"
to define the role of psychology in such screening programs.

If

"vocation" has a natural aspect--and it is evident to all that
it has--then it is here that psychology is able to make its
proper contribution.
The traditional Catholic viewpoint is that vocation to
the priesthood or to the religious life is suggested by the
combined presence in the applicant of suitability plus a rightly
motivated intention(14).

However, it does not seem that the

simple existence of these two elements and the distinction
between them would allow the conclusion that suitability is the
natural element while right motivation is the supernatural.
Suitability, or the qualification of the applicant,
constitutes, in general, the natural aspect of vocation,
while the right intention refers to its supernatural
character. A right intention in the matter of vocation
1s the result of grace, and this clearly is its supernatural aspect (6}.
Suitability, or the physical and intellectual qualification. may be the result of as many supernatural factors as the
right motivation.

Likewise, any right motivation may imply a

complex structure of natural and supernatural volitive elements.
Granted that in the ontological order there is a real
distinction between natural and supernatural entities, yet in

3

the order of observable phenomena those entities appeaE as
mutually inclusive and are practically inseparable for anyone
who attempts to evaluate samples of human behavior.
It seems that the role of psychology in screening candidates for the priesthood and the religious life cannot be
clarified by such a distinction, since what we experience, observ
and attempt to measure psychologically, are human existential
realities in which the supernatural and the natural mayor may
not be intimately fused.
The psychological evaluation of candidates for the priest
hood and the religious life seems to be valid and useful, not
because it deals exclusively with the natural elements in the
personality structures of those candidates, but rather because
it does not seem to differ in nature from any other psychological
evaluation.

Supernatural elements influencing human motivation

and behavior are present in those candidates as well as in other
Catholic and Christians and in other men in general.
It is evident that the psychological evaluation of
candidates for the priesthood and the religious 11fe presents
specific problems from a strictly psychological point of view.
Nor can it be too strongly emphasized that this type of assessment is

flO

field for those untrained in psychology.

But it

should also remain clear that psychological assessment cannot
be the only solution to the problems of admission of candidates
for the priesthood and the religious life.

CHAPTER II
STATEHENT OF THE PROBLEM

The psychological assessment of seminarians and of

members of religious orders for screening purposes has a fairly
short history.

However, the success of the pioneer psychological

studies of seminary and religious population justifies further
exploratory analysis of the validity and reliability of a growing number of psychometric techniques for personality assessment
of individuals within these two specific groups.
It 1s evident that real success in personality assessment
ultimately depends upon the skilled interpretation of adequate
samples of behavior and that tests and other psychological techniques with high validity and reliability indexes are of no use
in the hands of the unskilled.

Yet nothing can be more useful to the psychologist who
has training and experience in psychodiagnosis than further
research on the validity and reliability of psychometric techniques which have proved helpful in the assessment of characteristic modes of personality adjustment of different groups.
There are two implicit assumptions in all studies that
have made use of psychometric measures of group differences in
recent years.

'irst. that group differences exist that have

some generality across situations and stability over time, and

-4-
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second, that there are some psychometric instruments that show
reasonable validity as a measure of the'11.
The MMPI has been widely used as a research tool for
the assessment of group dlfferences(42).

Although, originally

developed in a psychiatric setting for the express purpose of
providing scores on traits "commonly characteristic of disabling psychological abnormality"(18) it was very soon used
with normal populations as tvell •
••• Although the scales are named according to the
abnormal manifestations of the symptoms complex. they
have all been shown to have meaning within the normal
range(lS).
Studies on characteristic MMPI profiles of certain
groups have proved particularly useful in clinical settings
for a more accurate interpretation of test results in psychodiagnOSis and personality evaluation.
Since the first extensive comparative study of a
seminary group and four other groups on the MMPl undertaken by
Bier in 1948(7), many researchers have become interested in
this clinical tool as a promising aid in screening programs,
not only for candidates to the seminary and to the religious
life, but also for seminarians and junior members of religious
institutes at different stages of their training.

Many of these studies have been conducted at Loyola
University in Chicago.

Some of them will be critically re-

viewed in our next chapter.

The contribution of these studies
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to make the MMPI a more effective instrument for personality
assessment is unquestionable.

Some of these studies, however,

show a subtle ambiguity, originated in the pioneer MMPI studies
with normals, as to what the specific purpose of this type of
research is.

Is it to produce characteristic profiles of groups

to be used in vocational assessment or to provide reliable
descriptions of groups in terms of MHPI scoring to be used in
clinical settings.
Koblerpolnts out to this important question in the last
paragraph of his article on "Screening Applicants for Religious
Life1"
A basic issue that remains to be faced is this: do we
want to use the M11PI or related tests to identify the
seriously disturbed or to select the most promising
candidates? To select a person who is a promiSing
candidate for office training or professional baseball
or the priesthood is considerably different from determining whether or not an applicant is or is not potentially
schizophrenic or psychasthenic. The two purposes are
easily confused and have been confused by research worker
in seminaries. In my judgment _ what we want to be able
to do is make a clinical contribution to the screening
process and not one of vocational assessment. Whether
a man perseveres in religious life or not, for example,
is not the same question, nor is it of the same order
of importance as that of determining whether he is
psychiatrically ill or potentially so (23).
Another important issue
of those studies.

hk~s

been aroused regarding some

Should the original form of the test be changed

in order to preserve the applicability of its general norms of
.interpretation when the test is used With specific groups or
rather the original form should be preserved and the norms of

7
TIlose inclined to modifying the original form are

immediately faced with a d11e1'1lma.

Either they have to under-

take an empirical validation of the new form which implies the
establishment of new norms of ulterpretation, or they run the
risk of jumping into clinical interpretations from a merely
theoretical frame of reference or according only to the experiment's clinical experience.
The advantage of the t-tl'1I'1 as a personality inventory
over its predecessors is that those sarli,er tests had mostly
consisted of items scored according to the author's more-or-less
accurate notion of what the item indicated.

Hathaway and

McKinley's contribution was that sets of items, or scales of
the inventory could be developed empirically by selecting items
which statistically differentiated between normal and abnormal
groups.

For instance, only items which depressed patients

answered significantly more often than normal people were in ....
eluded in the depression scale.

Thus, all sorts of items were

useful, even those that the authors themselves might not have
anticipated.
The same could be said about few other psychometric
techniques.

The Strong Vocational Interest

Bla~~,

for instance,

made use of empirical methods of selecting items, before the

development of the MMPI(37).

This text, the life work of

E. K. Strong, measures the degree of similarity between an

8

individual's interest and those of persons who have been highly
successful in certain occupations and professions.
Bier made a remarka.ble contribution to the clarification
of the general norms of interpretation of the

~~I

as applied to

seminary groups in his study on specific differences between his
experimental group of seminarians a11d his control group composed
of professional school students and college students, and between
his two groups and the Mr"tPI standardizing populJcion.

He even

undertook an item al1alysis of the first 366 items as they are
found in the group

form

of the MMPI to specify further the sig-

nificance of the general-scales differences and to assess the
~iseriminatory

power of each of the items.

His conclusion was that:
The most ebvious all.owance for the different significance
of these items with respect to the seminary group w,)uld
be made if modified norms were developed on the various
MMPI scales for speoial··use with this group. This would
be minimum requirement if this test is to be adapted
for use with a special group. On the basis of the present
study • • • it would appear that th,e effect of introd",lcing
such"modifications in the Mt1rI norms for the seminary
group would be to'raise the level of the T scores which
would be accepted as normal for this group. In other
words, a certain elevation of the ~1PI profile would be
accepted as normal for this grouPt a:'ld individual interpretation made upon this basis(lOj.

It is sUf?gested here, however, that some 111Odifications
should aLSO be introduced in the content of the ~"1PI in
adapting it to seminary use.. More speCifically, it i$
sug.;;;ested that certain items should be eliminat(;;d. This
proposal is based upon the assumptions, expressed above,
that certain MMPI items have no application to the
seminary group and upon the experimental fact that a
number of these items do not discriminate between the
well-adjusted and the poorly-adjusted seminarians. When

9

these two criteria agree in picking up the same items,
the author believes th."lt such items can be eliminHted
from the test. without loss when the test is used with
seminary groups. The author wishes however, to go one
step further and suggest that the elimination of these
items would be beneficial(9).
.
Followillg his suggestions. Bie!' constructed an abbreviated .form of the
for the priesthood.

l~PI

for use with seminarians and candidates

Ri~e

considers this modifiCation "an un-

fortunate solution to the difficulties of applying the genuine
MMPI to seminarians" (Rice, p. 45) for

ttl!';

reason that those

who use a modification cannot benefit fully from the rich and
increasing literature devoted to the full-length MHPI.
Hathaway and Meehl comment on the current research in
differential diagnosis through the !'1MPI t
The current research by users of the MMPI emphasizes
thatl To get the most out of this instrument, the
clinician must treat the data in a Qon£1f*ral ruther
than an ,tgmtstis fashion. There is an creastng
tendency to ptaI!i with the test. i.e., to arrange or
sort patients on the basis of the test results and ~
to exslnine these Wtest-similar" patients for resembIWnces
in history, symptoms, dynamics, course and diagnosis.
This approach seems to be more fruitfu 1 and more in
harmony with actual clinical practice . . . . (18).
Bier provided useful empirical information on the general
norms of interpretation of the MMPI as applied to his different
groups and particularly as applied to his seminary group.

He

presented evidence on the discriminatory power of certain items
to differentiate between the arbitrarily selected portion of
"well-adjusted" and ttpoorly...adj~sted" individuals in each one
of his groups, but the usefulness of his suggested new form

10
in clinical settings remains highly questionable.
Flnally, further comparative research on group differences.
so important for the clinical use of the test, demands the administration of a standard form.
The same and

"8,

fortiori tt should be said about Benko and

Nuttln t s "adaptation of the test for-population of European
culture, and more specially for Belgian University students"(3).

Having modified the test to suit European culture, they modified
it again to adapt it to seminarians.

Following Bier's suggestioD,

they altered the wording (and, in many cases; the content) of
items espeCially related to religion and to social activities

and attitudes.

They cl.s.lmed that their modified version was

essentially the sa.ne test as the full-length Englispverslon of

the MM.PI, despite the fact that they dropped 188 items and rewarded as qthers(4) and didn't even make use of Bierls empirical
criterion of item selection(lO).
This study is an attempt to test further the hYF-othesis
that the Ml:'lPI shows reasol:1able validity as a measure of group

differences.
Its specific goal is knowing if there is a cha.racteristic

MMPl profile of collage student members of religious orders in

.

the Chicago area significantly different from a proflle of lay.
Catholic college students in the same geographical area.

It also

intends to investigate if the profiles of these two populations
differ significantly from the profiles of the MMPI standardizing

11

population.
Arbitrarily dividing the experimental population into

"well adjusted" and "poorly adjusted" groups on the only basis
of their seoring on the MMPl seales following Bier's expertmentaL
model seems to deserve no purpose.

It is "arbitrarily" anticl-

pating the conclusion, since such a division of the population

can only be legitimately effected if an independent criterion is
already available.

This research

i~

limited to the comparative analysiS of

the MMPI profile of four sp9clfic groups that might be used as

an aid for interpreting the MMPI 1.n clinical settiDgs.
Three null hypotheses shall be tested at the .05 level
of confidence,

1) There 1s no signifi.cant difference between

the MMP1 performance of religious seminarians and lay students.

2) There 1s no significant difference between the MMPI perfO¥mQ" "e
of college student nuns and of lay female students.

3) There 1s

na significant differenoe between each one of the four groups sn.
the MMPl standarlzing population.'

CHAPTER III
REVlh.'W OF THE LITERATL:RE

!he possibility of self-deception in religious experience
has often been emphasized by Catholic writers(2), (25).

f.\1odem

psychology tends to reinforce their warnings by supplying empirical evidence of the concealed adjustment problems of soma
of the candidates who knock at the doors of seminaries and eonvents.

Excessive submissiveness, for example, or fear of the

competition in life, might easily appear as orthodox reLigious
motives of cOlltempt for the world and a desire for perfec.tion..
In such cases where the individual is only superficially aware
of bis motivation. his striv:1ngs for higher values should be
carefully examined.

This analysis is seldom easy, and it is

here that experts in psychology have an invaluable contribution
We must realize that it is not the sincerity of many

to make.

people that is under question, but rather the nature of their
mot iYa t ion ,

In the instances cited above, for exarJlple. lndl-

vidual. should be identified before they make serious commitments

Sut the function of psychology is not to be limlted to
screening.

Its resources should also be exploited for develop-

ing better seminary and religious training programs, fostering
a more effectlve adjustment of indiViduals and groups through
counseling, and preventing serious emotional disturbances.

12
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Research on techniques of personality assessment, by providing
more valid norms of interpretation, will facilitate thestt4in..

ment; of these objectives.

During the past thirty years, there

have been several studies of seminary and religious populations

in which psychometric measures of group characteristios have

been employed.
/\. la:ndmark. in this Catholic application of personality
test research was

g

study published almost thirty years ago

by Moore(3l) on the rate of mental illness among priests and

religious.

This study was followed by a second, in which he

rec~uended

procedures for screening pre-psychotic individuals

seeking admission to the religious li£e(32).
Moore's origiMl work gave rise to more detailed investigations along two main lines.

The one has been aimed at

.detemining whether priests and religious differ as a group

from other professional groups 1n regard to personality and
interests.

The other has investigated the reasons for person-

allty differences between priests and religious as a group and

other Catholics.
According to Moore's first study, the overall incidence
of mental disorders was lower for priests and religious than
for the American population as a whole in 1936.

.But the inci-

dence of certai.n ki.nds of mental disorders was found to be
hlgher for priests and religiOUS than ordirmrily would be
expected.

Thus, by comparison with the general American

14
population, there was found a higher incidence of the schizophrenic disorders and of paranoia.

There was a higher incidence

of involutional psychoses among female religious; among male
religious there was a higher incidence of aleoholism and the
manio-depressive psychoses.
Moore's study was based almost excluSively on data
collected from individuals committed to mental institutions.
Further research on the

person~lity

characteristies and interests

of priests and religious 1n general was indicated.

Thus, at

the Catholie University of America, where Moore was teaching,
several studies were undertaken to describe through a great
variety of p$ychometric and rating devices the chara.cteristic
traits of seminarians and members of religious orders.

Peters

(1942). Burke (1947), Bier (1948), Lhota (1948) and McCarthy
(1956) each oontributed a study related to this research.

These studies collectively gave a consistent picture of
the American seminarian and religious in training.

Ha is a

person somewhat more submissive. dependent, introspective and
self·conscious than the average American.

Compared with other

populations of persons 1n training, Bier concluded, this population is the most deviant in the direction of neuroticism.
Burke(15) studic4 a group of minor seminarians by meaDS
of tests and rating scales filled out by superiors.

lie eon ...

eluded that the most certain index of success in the minor
seminary is the battery of achievement tests taken before

15

entrance.

Burke also administered to his research population

a battery of standard tests

from~lich

he derived a general

.,""".

factor which he considered to be legitimately interpreted as
*general moral fitness to go into the priesthood.-.
Lhota in 1948 and D'Arcy in 1954, 1n independent studie ••
demonstrated that the interests of priests .are sufficiently
different from those of men in other occupations to warrant a
special scale for their measurement.

Moreover, the interests

of priests differ sufficiently according to their type of ministry
to warrant special scales for diocesan priests and for religious
miss1o:naries(41).
McCarthy undertook a considerably more elaborate investigatlon(27).

He administered a battery of tests, including

[the Bell, the Benreuter, and the Allport-Vernon Study of Values,

ito 85 major and 44 minor seminerians.
~embers

In addition, three faculty

rated each of the seminarians on a rating scale construct.,

for the purpose.

~\cCarthy

"average" seminarian:

reports the following picture of his

1) In comparison with the average student

pf his school, the seminarian manifests a little higher "neurotio
~endency,"

a higher degree of self-consciousness and a more un-

~atisfactory

~)
~he

total adjustment as measured by the Bell Scale.

With regard to introversion and sociability as roeasured by
Benreuter Seale, his scores are about the same as the average

~t:udent's,

~tudy

though he 1s more submissive.

3)

On

the Allport-Vernoll

of Values, his aesthetic. social, political, economic, and

16
theoretical interests are about average, but his religious
interests are significantly higher and are clearly dominant
in his interest profile.

In 1948, Bier administered the M?-1PI to 924 subjects
divided into five matched groups.

Four grc)ups conSisting of

medieal, law, dental and undergra.duate college students were
selected to act as st.':lndards of comparison for a seminary group_

All subjects were Catholic.

The group of seminarians was rathel

heterogeneous, being drawn from diocesan seminaries and from
three different religious orders in three geographically sepa-

rate areas of the Utllted States.

All were major seminarians,

1.e., men who had completed seminary stud'.es at the high school

level and were engaged in the study of philosophy or theology
at the time of this research.
intragroup differences.

Analysis indicated a number of

All groups used in this study gave

evidence of less satisfactory adjustment on the basts of the
MHPI than did the standardizing popUlation.

40 per cent of the

seminary group showed scores on one or another clinical scale
of the MMPI that were two standard deviations above the mean
.coX's of the i'U.nnesota normal male group.

Bler cone luded.

The seminary group manifests the same deviant tendencies
though in a more marked degree than the other groups • • IIr
If the .05 level of significance 1s accepted, S5 per cent
of the differencQs between the semina.ry and the other
groups are significant; 40 per cent of such differences
are significant at the .01 level. Of these stat1sti~11~
significant differences, 80 per cent are in the d1rectio~
of greater deviation, i.e., poorer adjustment for the
seminary group. In other words, the seminary group is

17
the most ceviant portion of an already deviant populat10n (1.e •• the Catholic college and professlo1lal
school population)(ll).
As was pointed out before. the main weakness of this
study (and to some extent the weakness of the previous ones)
seems to be the lack of independent crlterta to justi.fy fully

what is concluded.

It does not seem quite justifiable to con-

clude in terms of more or less deviation without such criteria.
For the question is, precisely. what do those stati.stically significant deviations from the normal l'4.HPI population mean, 1f we
consider that we are dealing with highly selected groups.
A second series of studies 'i"as Carried out, primarily
by students of Bier at Fordham university, to account for the
deviations fotmd in the previous studies on various personality
test scales.

l100re had appealed to the notion that a pre-

psychotic 'individual would be attracted to the religious life.
In order to account for the incidence of insanity among priests

and religiOUS as revealed by his study(32).

Alternative expla-

nations of this phenomenon he.va been proposed(27).

Perhaps

the part1cular training received in seminaries and convents
might lead to deviation or perhaps, certain personality types
might be attracted to the seminary or to the religious life,
where the nature of the training might deepen and extend alread1
deviant personality traits.
Four cross-aect:i.onalstudles completed at Fordham
were aimed at determining whether certain persooolity types
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are attracted to religious I1fe, and whether religious l1fe
influences personality development in the indicated direction

to a significant degree.

t1ast4:l1 (1954)(30), Vaughn (l956)(J8),

and Sandra (1957)(35), considered women religious; Murray (1957)
dealt with men religious (33).
All four studies pointed to a typIcal personality
pattern amollg those who e..l1ter religious life, that is, a

tendency to score highar on the "neurotic" scales than do o'ther

Catholics of the same ace aud the same educational and SOcial
ba.ckgrounds.

Specif5.cally, they tend to be more dissatisfied

with life and family, and are sO:llewhat more submissivA, tntro-

.pective, dependent and self-conscious than a comparable sample
drawn from the latty.

'Ihe four studies also concluded Similarly that rellg10us
l1fe exerts an influence on personality after entrance, but
the studies do not agree as to the direction of this influence.

One suggests that: the degree of deviation increa.ses in direct
proportion to the amount of ti.me spent in religious life

(Mastej) (19S4){30).
Another suggests that the dtrection of deviation depends
upon the type of religious life, slnee those in a.ctive religiOUS
groups tended to become less deviant with increasi.ng tlme in
~llg1on.

While those in contemplative orders tended to be more

deviant as time 1n reU.glon Ulcreased (Vaughan, 1956)(38).
The other two studies indicate that amount of time tn
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religion 1s less 1mportant as a determinant of personality chang••

than 1s the particular stage of religious training (33), (35).
It was suggested that at those stages where insecurity might
be expected to be higher, scores were more deviant.

Thus, for

example, novices were found to be more deViant than the junior
professed and major seminarians were found to be more devla.nt
than minor seminarians..

For the ordained, there was a tendency

toward mitigation of the deViation found at earlier levels.
McCarthy carried out at the University of Ottawa a
complementary, longitudinal study dea.ling with personality
!change. in men religious (29).

This study showed that while

certain personality traits did change during religious life.
the change was associated with critical choice points and the
particular demands made on individuals at those points, rather

than with mere increase of time in religion.

One critical choice

point, for example, was the profeSSion of first vows. follonng

which there was a decrease in nervous tension and an increase in
emotional stability.
The other changes found by Mccarthy to occur in religious
11fe were increases in conforming behavior and in withdrawal.
'inally, it was found for each of five groups studied

t~'\t

1:8113i-

Qua training was lnflueneing only certain aspects of personality,
the nature of the influence being essentially the same for all
~th1n

groups undergo1n.g similar

tra1nil~g.

With respect to othes-

IIllpects of personality, individual differences among these men
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religious were as wide as one would expect to find in any
ether group.

Regarding the methodology of the reviewed studies, one
may wonder about the lack of criticalness on the part of investigators in the n18tter of validity of standardized techniques
used in carrying out these

e~,periments

with selected group ••

Such research studies are indeed expected to provi1e more

e~

pirieal information about the specific traits of the population
Wider study.

But at the same time the accuracy of the in.stru-

ments used to measure such traits is expected to be cheeked and
controlled 1f inferences are to be kept in due perspective.
Research on the accuracy of clinical tools in reflecting group
characteristics seems to have priority over any other type of

group experiment at this time.

It is mainly for this rea!on that several Ml1PI studies
on seminarians that have been conducted at Loyola University

in Chicago during the past decade have particular 1mfortance.
and . _ especially relevant to the present investigation.
The first of these studies was done by Rice in 1958(34).

He wanted to kIlow to what extent the

~.pI

profile of the semi,..

narian presented by Bier was representative of the American
seminarian.

He administered the MMPI to a homogeneous group

of 79 seminarians, members of the same religious order.

He

found significant differences on four scales betweeDhis own

experimental group and Bier's group_

He also found .signifiedU
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dlff*rene.s on eight scales betweel'l hi. gE'OUP and the M!.rmesota
normal mal. group.

He concluded that fol' more effeotive use of

the MMPl 1n aeminartea and re11310\18 o1:ders. these institutions
should promote research similar to hts, siru:!! hlltl 1nvestigation

lndicated that theN is no one identifiable ·seminarian profile"

fo..- the MMPl.
!he second study of thts grouP. but perhaps the first
18 1mpo~ancei W48 that done b, Wauek(39).

d••llned to lnvestigate the

UsefUlnelUI

of

His n$4Ulreh • •
s~v.ftl

_ll-knowll

and widely apd psychological test,. as screenlng devices in

the selection of candidates for the diocesan priesthood.

the

eesta oed we" the Ohio State Psychological !xamlnatton,
Kuder

the

Preference Record rOND, the MMPI and the Oroup Ror-

sohach Teehrd.qwh

The crl.ter1on was the consensus rating pro-

vided <m a scale ot 'Vanables by hYen 'tJrefect-raterth"
te.ta were adm1nistered to 206 major
of three years ..

tloMl I1nalys1s.

sem1M~l'UJ

over a

th.
~rl.04

The data Wft'e subjected to a multiple correla...

This resulted 1n a multiple coefficient of

cOJ!'nlation of .l8w1th a standard error of 4.26, which

_tit

foUbd to be 8ignificant beyond che .01 level.
With regard to the MM:PI, Vaue... found that the "better

adjusted- aroup (aooordi,·'lS 1:0 the -prefect-raters·) obtained

•

h1aber scores on scales D and Pt. although Dot sigtl1f1Clultl,

Id.gM.r. tho the nat of the groupS and that the 8ama -better
adjusted" semiMZ'i.a.ns were slngularly low 1n signs of depress!._

r
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and psychasthenia on the Rorschach.

were

fOUlld

No signlficarl.t difference.

bett.,een this group and the Minnesota nOl:'mal

~a1e

popula tien.

The overall

el'~vatior,

of the average MHPI profile of

this sfotap could be legitimately interpreted in the li.;ht of

results obtained from the other tests as well as independent
raters· evaluations.

It conveys the image of a well adjusted

seminarian of superior intelligellce who is strongly interested

in people and ideas and tends toward greater-than-average
anxi~tYt

but with inslght and emotional control.

To interpret

this profile of a highly selected group exclu.sively in teme
of the general norms would not be justifiable.
In 1961, Gorman conducted a similar study(19).

aciministored the MHPI,

~he

He

Kuder Preference Record al'1d the

Mooney Problem Check List to a group of 188 minor seminarians.

«He also used as an independent crt terion the ratings of several
faoulty members.

The characteristic Mt'1PI profile of this group

1. also generally high as compareci with the Minnesota normal
male grouP. but not significantly higher.

Cheeked against

other teet results and the judgments of independent raters.
it conveys the image of a well adjusted group who tend to be

more quiet, orderly, r1tualistic and conforming than the averas_.
definitely interested in people and ideas, and less committed
emotionally than might be expected.
To date, studies dealing with psychological aspects of
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religious 11fe. and the lives of other groups as well, have
been largely descriptive in nature.

However, some few have

already started to deal more directly with the important issue
of prediction.

Using the

~11"lPl

and an intelligence test. Herr in 1962

·pre.ented a study on two independent groups of SO and 52 diO~e8al1
• •lnarlans(21).

>,

The t1MPt prof tIes of these two groups were

checked against the ratings of several faculty members.

The

protocols of those who 114ft the seminary during the ftrst year
after testing were compared with the protocoJs of those who
atayed.

'"

10 subjects of the first group and 7 of the second

left. leaving 40 of the first and 45 of the

s~cond

who stayed.

Positive correlations were found between the faculty ratings

and the MMPI results.

The profiles of those who stayed and of

tho •• who left showed generally parallel configurations, but
with significant differences on seales Pd. Pt and Sc being found
in both of the independent groups.

Although elevations on scales Pd. Mf. Pt and Sc are not
nec~.sari1y

indicative of present or future maladjustment in

candidates for the seminary--Herr concluded--exaggerated
elevationr, on at least two of those scales. the Mf scale not

included. deserve serious consideration.

Particularly would

this b. true if other independent indicators of maladju£tment

are dlscovereci.
The same yea.1:'. 1962, Weisgerber presented a survey

01
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five years of a screening program in a religious order of men (41)

The psychological evaluations were mad. by a psychologist on the
following bases:

lorm, adapted

the ca.ndidate's scores on the Mt-\PI Individual

by Bier for use with seminarians; some background

information regarding the candidate; a.nd a behavior r.-,ting form
filled out by three teachers who knew the candidate well.

Duri....

those five years, 10 of the 211 ctl.ndidates evaluated left the
order. while 141 persevered.

The results were:

1) Of those vb.,.

the psychologist declared satisfactory, about 70 per cent parsevered; of those he declared doubtful or unsatisfactory. 55 percent.

The difference

tV'&S

slgnifica11t at the .OS level.

2) The

profiles of the candidates who left hardly differed from those
of the ones who stayed.

3) Significant differences were found

on the four scales Mf, Pd. So and Ma, between the profiles of

the two seminarian groups and that of the Minnesota normal male
group.
Although the difference between the l1HPI profiles of
Weisgerberts "successful" and "unsuccessful" seminarians were
negligible, it is important to note that these profiles follow
again the characteristic pattern of elevations on scales Pd, Mf
and Sc--as did Bier'st Rice' a, Wauck's, Gorman· s and Herr's

sauinarian popUlations.

nlis is in spite of the fact that Weis-

gerber used Bierts modified MMPI form for seminarians.
Weisgerber's mODt important contribution to clinical
prediction 1s the statistical analysis of his criteria to

2.5
ldentify the seminarian who will not

be

successful.

Although

the author does not consi,der these empirically derived elFie.ria

as substantially va.lidatsd by his expl3rim$nt, he nevertheless
offers them as clues for clinical practice and hypotheses for
new research.
Using the coding system of Hathaway as a convenient
way of classifying the various proft les 1 Wetsgerber compared
the semina:r.1..an group who persevered and the group who left wlcb

reference to their highest and second highest scales.

Only

profile types Pd, Mf, Pt and Sa occurred often enough to yield.
rel!Qble percentages.

rive tables of data were pres8tlted on

incidence. percentage. and probability significance of incidence

of the most common proftles, as

rel~ted

to perssverance(41).

In January of 1964, Kobler publIshed the results of aa
attempt to interrelate many dispersed data collected
various studies of seminary and religious

f~om

groups~-most

of them

done at Loyola--using the Ml1PI, the Kuder Preference Record
and the Mooney Problem Cheek List(22).
results of three of those studies

He also

ln~ich

analy~ed

the

essentially the ••me

design was used, in order to determine the present usefulness

of the

te~ts

mentioned in the psychologieal evaluaeion of

religious.
Regarding the MMPI astha most widely used test of

the battery. and having compared 1000 profiles of rellgleus of

varlous types with those of 5000 college students, he concluded
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thatt
• • • the difference's were seen to be negligibl$ or
nonexistent. Howevert within the religious groups there
were certain noted ditferences that led to some tentative
conclusions. Some religious groups scored considerably
higher on certala scales than did others. The mean
scores varied by as much as 17 points. 'Ihe Mf scale
was uniformly high and may be disregarded except for
scores above 70 on profl.14U$ with other hiah scores.
There was no special au pattem that could be dis.

eovere.d. Appli.cants for religious life differed 00».
siderably from those ,ri\o h.ad been in religious traln1n8
for a number of years, Where confot:m1ty 1s Itt'sssed 1n
the miDo1: seminary, 1ndepeDdence and onginaU.ty may be
stre&s.ci at the graduate levels.. t.hether this diifarene.
19 due to the continuing process of selection o!' to the
results of groWth and training 1s a foOd unanswered
question. To attempt to obtaiIl prof las of "succesa'ul"
or "adjusted" religious for use in seleetl0.n may therefore be meaningless.. fo determine what the profl1el' of.
suecessful religious were l1ke at entra.nce may be mQre
useful. -Individuals applylrag for admission to rellgio".
orders may haveAlOllslde.rably different proftles i¥OIl
thosebf students who apply for trainln.g . , dlocesaJt
c1erv. It seems reasonable to sUAest that ever.1 uatl-

tution that has or plans to have a testing program Yill
to U" a cust;um-tailored apP1'!Jach to the selection
of applicants. It will not depend ~uch, if at all, on
norms obtained by other inatit\ltiona or groups.

W$Jlt

Results on the tests are determined to an appreciable.
but unknOWJl, degree by the setting in which they are
given, by the time when they are given, by whom they
a~e g1ven, and by the eonditions under which they are
iven. In several of the studies. for example, 1(. varied
rom a mean of Sl to 61. This was a differenee significant for those samples at the .01 level.

l

Significant scores are likely to be found on the Pt
and k scales, although extreme scoras not eharac:teristl.
of a 3rouP are likely to be more significant, App,arfentll··
• considerable amount of deviation, as revealed bye••, ..
ie tolerablei.n au applica;ut for reliSious life. On
·
both the MMP1 (Mf) and the Kuder, subjects who are ~
risks show extreme seores in the same gene~l direction.
ae the scores of their own groups, rather than oy
s1mtla:r1ty to the scores of the opposite
Perf.ulpe
certain personality types are attracted to a :religl.,,,.

.ex.
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~roup

on the basis of the applicant's own conception

of that 3Z'ouP or in relation to the more objectively
visible goals, ideals:; and mission of the group{Z3).
K~bler

offered a preliminary operating principle in

the use of the three tasts for screening applicants for religious

life:
If the applicant has a mean score of 58+ on the Mt:1PI

scales including one or more scores at or above 70.

and high Gc~res especially on the Pt or Se Seales,
ahd if the Kuder pt:afiles are elther exaggerated Ua
the indicated direction or if they are flattened,
including no proncnmeed interest., and if the Mooney
for men shows 20 or more problems checked, with 10 or

of most concern, then the appli.cant should be

~.

further clinically evallk1.ted regarding suitability for
r.1181ou8 11£8(24).
All ana lys1s of the MMPI, Kuder t and Mooney ptrotocols

of 390 subject.. in oonjunction with available follow-up data,
showed that approximately one-fourth of this total, or 102
.ubject8, satisfied the Ml:'1Pl criteria ior further clini.cal

in approximately OM-half of these 102 subjec.ts

••• luation.

e.laoted. through the Ml{PI .. the Kuder oriterion of exaggerated

or flattened profiles and the Mooney criterion of the specified
..

'

.umber of tJ'oublesome and more serious problems were fOWld to
,.

apply.

.

All of the women. eight in number, identified by all

three test criteria have already left religious 11fe or are
considered so maladjusted persoaally that they are expected to

lea". or will be advised to do so.
the criteria has just begun.

beeh

r.fe~.4

for the men, the check

Seven men, to this date, have

for extensive olinical evaluation because of

OD
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emotional problems.

All but one of these men were identified

by the three criteria.

In summary, research to date indicates the followinsl
1) Persons attracted to the rellgioud ifgenerally have specific

personality char.acteristics and interests which can be ident1fle.
through some psychometric devices.

2) While it is true that

religious and seminarians as a group follow characteristic

score patterns when some standardized techniques are used. it
1s also true that they show individual differences as broad .a
one would expect to find in any occupational group_

3) Sepa-

rate. normative studies should be undertaken at different lArIel'
of training for religious 11fe and for the priesthood.
as after ordination.

a9

well

4) The methods used 1n further resetJl'ch

should be determined by more cl&arly specified goals.

SeleQtUaa

promising candidates for the prlesthoodor the religious l1fe
ts different from determining whether candidates are emotionall,

maladjusted or potentially so.

CRAPTD. IV

DESIGN 01 THE RESEARCH
SUBJECTS I

The subjects of this experiment were 100 students, ages

18 to 25, all Catholic, unmarried, attending school at the
college level within the Chicago area.

It was assumed that thei!'

lJltelliaEUlce was above average on the basis of their present
qualification as college students.

The group was composed of

individuals taken from four different populatiol1s:

24 sem1Da-

rlans, members of three different institutes; 25 nuns.

~emb.r.

of two religious congregations; 27 men attending Loyola Universily

or De Paul University, and 24 women attending either of tne same
um."erslties.
The first group of 24 seminarians {which henceforth will
be called group A) was made up of religious in training, approved
\

by their superiors, who had taken the perpetual vows of poverty •

• bastity and obedience.

They were considered to be at least
,

m~

"

.. 11y adjusted to their life, since all had bean members of their
o~ders

for at least five years.

Their supervisors were asked to

&ive the booklet form of the MMrI to 12 of their subjects in
tralni:ng who had the necessary qualifications of aga and edueatioll
aDd who would volunteer to take it.

Information given t.o the

.ubjects about the project and the test was th"1iiorm, in the

of a letter (Cfr. Appendix ,).

&leven
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m.~bers

fQrnl

of one institute

r
10
f1lled out the protocol. and n1ne and four members of the oth."8
respeotl•• ly, which made a total of twenty-four subjects •.

The second group of ZS nuns (henceforth to be called
group B) llkewise was composed of nuns in training with charac-

teristics parallel to those of

auna had taken perpetual vows.

gro~pA,

except that none of the

Their superiors were asked to

gl"e the booklet form of the MMPI to 14 of their subjects"
Thirteen members of one institute took the test and twelve .f

the other, which made a total of twenty-five.
The college groups of men and women (henceforth to be
called group C and group 0 respectively) were selected at randoa
• ""'''''-'

f~

•

the general registration

list~

of both

t

univers1t~est

the consent of the dean of students in each case.

with

Sixty number8

taken from a table of random numbers picked out thirty men and
thirty women from a list of 6234 students at Loyola.

A similar

prooedure picked out the same number of subjects from a list of
3467 students at

De

Paul.

The subjects ware contacted

by

mail

and given uniformly the same 1nformation that was being giv_

to the religious groups.

rourteen men and eleven women from

Loyola and thirteen men and thirteen women from De Paul fl11ed

out: t:he p:totoc..--ols. which made a total of twenty-seven aum ·arad .

twenty-four wometh

1'\fe protocols were rejectedl one ftl1ed out

by • Lo1Ola. un who was not a Catholi.c, and one filled out by •

• •lnariaa who left more thal'l fifty items unanswered.
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MATERIALS ••

The materials for this research were the booklet .form of
the MMPt designed for group administration,ehe letter ·of infor.
mation on the

pro.1ect~

with the pamphlet.

the test and the IBM answer sheet for use

The standard band-searing stencils were used,

PROCiDURiC
Each rulswer sheet was scored for each of the four validati.ng scales and for each of the ten clinical scales.

This

procedure yielded raw scores on each of the fourteen seales.
these raw scores were then translated into T... saores ,11th a rRean

of 50 and a standard deviation of 10.

The raw soores on five

at

the clinical scales (Hs t Pd, Pt, Set Ma) were corrected with the
.d4it.ion of some percentage of the It score according to the norma.

procedure, al.ld corresponding T-scores were calculated for these
.orraoted raw scores.

The procedure so far leaves four sets of

scores; raw scores without K; T-scores corresponding to raw

scores without K; raw scores corrected

by addition of K

per-

centages; T-scores corresponding to raw scores corrected for K.
For the statistical analysis of

differ~nces,

T-scores

corra.aponding to raw scores without K w'ill be used, since the
T-.core va 11.113 s of the standa rd proft le form \\fere dar! ved from
faw scores of the standardizing population \-lithout the I<.

correotion.
Research on the construction and clinica.l use of scale K

r~----------------~
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dorae by McIU.nley. Hathaway and Meehl(16) bas 1e/d to tbe '.tab.

lishment of roliable formulas for the transformation of toav

scores with It correction into T-scores for scales Ha. Pd, Pt.
So and Ma. in the stcl11dard profile.

However, since the experi-

mental groups of the present study will be compared directly
with the adult standardizing population of the MHPI and there
1& no way to oorrect the raw soores of this population with
~h.ir

own K

s~ores.

it was decided not to use the K correction.

However. the K-corl!"ected profiles of our eKperimental

are presented on pages
.;

~

5~

a.nd

53

gt'DUpS

for clinical speculation.

There is a fu.rthQl'
conslderatioJl in tbat recent atu4f.••
..
~

on the use of ,the

l{

oorroetion ,.'Ii. th nen-psychiatric subjeCt.

lUU.at that ttle meaning of it elevations in the profiles of
8tloh $ubjacts is still unaertaln(18·).
'or a similar reason theexparimental groups of the
p~••ent

study will not be compared with the standardizingMHPI

.d\llu groups on scale S1. ,Lilte the It scale, this seale
was 4eveloped Later, with other groups of ,subjects than were
u ••d for the validation of the original scales.
To test the two first hypotheses. that there

a.~no

lfttragroup differences within the experimental grouP. this group
was divided into the four sub'-groups A. I. C, D.

eh.

Groups A and

male popula.tion. and groups .8 and D. the fernale popu14ti_.

were comparEH.1 lndependently •. The ranges. means, standard devl-

att0Jl8. critical ratiOS, and the probabilities of the cnt1c.l

e~

r..----------.
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ratios for these two comparisons were calcuL'lted on. each of
the 9 clinical Bcales.

Two-ta11$d tests were employed because

the direction of possible deviations Qf each group from the

other \fa. unpredictable.

The .05 level of confidence was

a.ccepted in a.dvance.

To test the third hypothesis, that there are no 81S-

n1ficant differences between the $Xperimental group and the
MMPI population of normals, the experimental group was divided.

again into group. At 8. C,

4.1'1<:1

D; each was then eompared w1tb

I.ts respective group in the MHPI stculdardlzi.ng population.

The

same procedure described above for testing the first hypothen.
was followed, except that one-tail te3ts were used.

this Va.

Ut consideration of the fa.ct that all·studles of college groupe
iJl general. and of semifl.arians and religious in p.articuLar, show

deviations from the
of higher scores.

~~t

standardizing group in the direction

It was decided that the .05 level of con.

ft.cle1'lce would be a.ccepted.
'fHI

nst,
Midway in the 1930·s. Hathaway. a clinical psychologist.

and Mcl1JUey, a neuropsychiatrist. saw great potential ill com-

plementing the psychiatric interview with an

invento~y

of

.tat.ments that could be subje¢ted to statistical analysis.

'Olt eqmple. 1:he patient could be asked to respond "true" or

£requently have headaches,.
~-T-O~~

r
"Soaeone 1$ plotting against me,· and "My family does not want
the kind of friends 1 have."

Earll.eX' tests had eotlsisted mostly

of it:ema scored according to the author's notions of what the

item indicated.

This approach aS$\Ded that the designer of
,

Uhe test knew the meaning of the item to the subject and, second.
that the subject was g1 ving aD honest self-report.

The most

iatportant idea of Hathaway and, MCKinley was that sets of iteml,
01:'.

scales of the inventory, could be developed empirically by

.. le«ting items which differentiated Sl;ati!,tlqatl.! between
llOrmal and abnormal groups.
Other important ideas grew out of this notion.

For

tnstance, the MIvlPl makes use of scales of test-taking attitud.,

providing some indications of when a patl.ent is diatorting or

faking his responS$s.

Researoh starting in 1937 with the WPA

project(18) had produced by 1945 the major validAtion part of
the test.

Since that time an incredibly large amount of research

baaed on clinical and extraclinic<4.1 usage has added at least one

hundred additional scales or sets of tests that attempt to

measure personality charaeteristias such as anxiety, ego strength
.ad hostility.

aDy

!be MMP! has occasioned

mo~e

publications than

other personality inventory to date.

Th. booklet form of the MMPI eonsists of 566 statement.
whloh are to be read and seored by the subjeot on

.beet aa *t'l"UEt" or Itfals.- a8 appll.d to him.
. ,

8.n

IBM answer

The scoring sealA.

'

i.....tfy and group the responses into fourteen aatagortfuh

There,
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are currently four validating and ten clinical scales of the
standard test.

The original clinical scales developed by the

authors are these:
1.

Hs .. hypochondriasis)

2.

D

3.

Hy .. hysteria

}

... depression

~

the so-called "neurotic triad A

4. Pd - psychopathic deviate
5.

Mf - masculinity-feminity

6.

fa .. paronia

7.

Pt - psychasthenia

8.

Sc .. schizophrenia

9.

Ma-

~

the so-called "psychotic triad"

)
)

In 1946 E. Drake developed scale O. which aims at
measuring the tandency to withdraw from social contacts.

The

scale items were chosen by contrasting groups of students in the
guidance program at the University of Wisconsin who scored above
the 65th centile rank and those who scored below the 35th on the
subseale for social introversion-extroversion on the Minnesota
T-S-E Inventory(18 A )
Rice has done a critical evalUation of the validation of
the original scales and scale 51(34 t ) .

The standardizing popu-

latian of the MHPI. which is to be used as the control group in
the present experiment. was obtained from several sources.

The

first was the Minnesota University Hospitals (724 cases), where
the subjects taken were not themselves under psychiatric care
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or otherwise ill, but were bringing or visitin.g relatives or
friends.

The assumption that they were in good health might not

always have been correct.

Another so-called normal group was

taken from the te.sting bureau of the same university (265 cases).
The latter were mainly high school graduates who had come for
pre-college guidance, but there were a number of college students
as well.
Another group was one of skilled workers from local
projects (254 cases).

Still another was

c~nposed

of patients

in general, not having obvious psychiatric conditions. who were
in the same hospitals (254 cases).

The final group was made up

of in-and-out patients from the psychopathic unit of the same
hospitals who were not too disturbed or otherwise unusable.
regardless of their diagnoses (221 cases).
The first group of 724 cases constitutes the normative
group for standard scoring of the MMPI.

The other groups of

normals were employed in much of the subsequent work on scale
derivation.

The group that was used to establish the T-score

values in the standard profile form included only married subjects
taken from the general normative groups.
The experimental group of this study will be compared
with a selected population of 198 men and 314 women, married and
between the ages of 16 and 65, taken from the Minnesota normal
groups.

Most of the standard MMPI profiles for use in clinical

settings are constructed in terms of deviation from the average
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scores of this particular selected group.

CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The first question to be answered statistically concerns
the homogeneity of the experimental sub-groups.

Specifically.

are the Ml'WI scores of religious seminarians attending school
within the Chicago area significantly different from those of
lay students of the same age and educational level. attending

Catholic universities within the same geographical area?

A

similar question shall be answered tentatively regarding a group
of Catholic nuns and a corresponding student group of laywomen.
The most extensive and most widely known MMPI studies
on college population, Black's tiWl RAtsyltf for liCt!. itYY2! 2(
rema~!

ta MMPI

College Itu9tUti(12) and Goodstein's RtgioQAl n4ffeIepSti
g.uU~ODSII

.egn& HI,e Gollege Studentl(20). show that

regional differences among college groups are negligible, and
that there is a characteristic profile for college women as well
as for college men.

It is important to note that the mean T-

scores of the male population on all nine clinical scales are
a.bove the expected mean value of 50.

Goodstein suggests that

the typical deviation of college students' MMPI profiles from
those of the general standardizing adult population should not
be interpreted to mean that the MMPt cannot be useful in eva luatin :>
38
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the adjustment of college students.

This typical or "normal

deviation," as it were, should rather be seen tc support
the idea that separate norms for this group are not only desirable but essential.
The similar score pattern found among 5035 male students
from eight collegec across the country was characterized by con-

sistent elevations on the Pd, Mf, Pt, Sa and Ma scales.

It 1.

interesting at this point to note that the profiles of the
various groups of seminarians discussed above showed in general
the same or slightly more pronounced elevations on the same

scales~

A comparison between these profiles and Black's prof1les
of 5014 college women shows the males to have higher mean scores
on all the clinical scales with the exception of Ps, where male
and female scores are nearly identical.

The largest sex differ-

ences are on the D, Hs, Mf, Ft and Ma scales.

The women*s scores

fall below the expected mean value of 50 on the Hs and D scales,
while the men's scores are consistently above 50.
This research seems to support Goodstein and Black's hypo ..
thesis that while there is a characteristic profile for the
college student which differs little from college to college, this
profile is markedly different from that of the non-college adult
popula tion.
Table 1 shows that the average ages of the male groups
in our experiment differ by only one year, the religious group
being the older.

The difference in average age between the
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Table 1
Distribution of Experimental Group According to Ag •••

AGES

NUMBER OF SUBJECTS
Group A

,

Group B

Group C
4

18

Group D
6

19

4

5

10

20

4

9

4

21

,

6

,

22

9

13

5

23

1

4

24

1

2

25

1

•

2,

25

26

24

21

22

20

19

4

,

Total 1=98
Age Means

Age Mean of the Experi.ental Group:

2~

,.ear••

female groups is three years, again the religious group being
the older.

Tables 3 and 4 show that, in f,Clct, the religious and
lay populations of the experimental group perform homogeneously
on practically all scales of the MMPI.

Between the two male
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groups there are no statistically significant differences on
any scale.

Between the two female groups two significant dif-

ferences were found:

one on scale Pd. which was beyond the

.05 level of significance but not reaching the .01 level; the
other. on scale Si, which was significant beyond the .01 level.

On the other eight scales no significant differences were found
between the female groups.
Figures 1 and 2 show how the profiles of the religious
and lay populations follow the same general patterns.

The

profile of the religious male group shows a slight general
elevatlon over that of the lay male group (figure 1). whereas

the reverse happens with regal"d to the female groups (figure 2).
Thus the first null hypothesis for this experiment.
namely, that there are no signifioant differences between the
male sub-groups in terms of their scores on the MMPI, cannot be
rejected at the .OS level of confidence.

The secoDd. namely,

that there a.re no statistically significant differences between
the female sub-groups is rejected in only twenty percent of the
scales at the .OS level of confidence.
This does not mean that the differences shown ought to
be disregarded. nor that the MMPI is not providing any valid
information on the experimental popUlations.

It does suggest

that we are dealing with highly similar groups, and that the
differences found are to be considered and interpreted only in
conjunction with other independent information available on
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Table 2
Age and Educational Characteristics of the Minnesota
revised Normal Sample (1957).

Males

Females

Mean age in years
Mean school grades completed

33.1
9.7

33.9
10.0

If

226

315

Item

Source: lathaway and Briggs (20·)

those groups.

Figure 1 shows that the highest peaks in both male profiles are on scale Mf.

The profile of the religious group

reaches a T-score of 65, one and shalf standard deviations
above the mean of the Minnesota normal males; the profile of the
lay students reaches a T-score of 61. a little more than one

standard deviation above the mean.

It is now widely thought

that although the Mf scale generally identifies the male with

feminine characteristics. it does not discriminate between him
and

the educated male with a broad variety of interests.

It

has been often reported that college and professional students
rather consistently produce high scores on this scale(13), (20).
),.,c'

Such findings are a~st to be expected if it is recalled that
the Mitmetot,a normal males were drawn largely from rural popu-

lations with

~

limited span of interests (Table 2).

The fact
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that both religious and lay populations score high on this scale
confirms the previous findings and lessens the significance of
the elevation itself.
The differences between the male profiles on scales Hs,
D and By, may confirm Rice's hypothesis(34) that the religious
more than the Lay population tends to seek outlets for tension
through concern about bodily functions, but that at the same
time the religious are more energetic and alert as a group and
function well at a higher level of anxiety.

the difference on

scale pe points to the fact that the religious group is by
training accustomed to more careful planning and orderly proceeding, which 1f exaggerated might develop into obsessive and
compulsive symptoms.
The two statistically significant differences between
the female ex.perlment.al sub"'groups (Table 4). viz. on scales Pd
and Sl, might be explained tentatively in terms of the different
orientations of the two groups.

The lay group tend to be more

independent. perhaps more critical of soeial conventions and
more heterosex.ually oriented, whereas the religious tend to be
more interdependent. more identified with social and religious
models and>definitely less invested in heterosexual interactions

as such.
The two profiles are surprl Singly similar.

Both resemble

the proftle or the wleader" described by Black in his study of
fifteen groups of female college students(13).
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Table 3
D1tterence. between Mean. ot Group. A (Rel1c1oua Male B-23)
and C (Lal Male .~26) in terma ot MMPI T-Scorea without K.
p.

Bcale

Group

Range

Mean

SD

l-rat10

Ua

A

42-72
42-69

55
50

6.8
10.1

2.00

<.05

A

34-80
34-89

56
58

14.95
16.3

0.43

<.05

A

44-73
42-75

60
56

7
7.59

1.83

(.05

45-81
42-15

59
56

11
9.95

0.99

<.05

A

45-86
41-78

65
61

8.42
10.3

1.45

(.05

A

38-73
41-70

53
51

7.30
7.9

1.78

'(.05

A

41-78
42-67

59
55

9.55
10

1.39

<.05

A

41-87
37-80

58
56

9.55
7.45

0.66

<.05

A

41-75
41-72

54
56

7.9
8

0.86

<.05

32-79
41-71

55
52

12.2
12.05

0.84

(.05

C

c
111

C
A

C

Mt
fa
ft
Sc

c
c
c
c
c

S1

A

c

• i. calculated tor a two-tailed teat.
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Ditterencea betw.en Meana ot Groupa B (Reli,ioua Female 5=25)
and J) (ta,. 'elllale .=24) il1 ter.. ot MMPI '1'-Scorea without 1(,.

Group

Rang.

Mean

s»

-t-ratio

I

'7-6,
27-7'

46
50

9.8
10.2

1.48

<.05

38-6,
,6-61

48
47

7."
7.12

o~47

<' ~o,

49-63
'1-77

"55

4.9
8.94

0.93

<.05

40-6,
42-92

52
58

6.5.5
12.2

2.11

<.01).05

D

Ht

B,
D

32-70
'9-66

50
51

8.50
8.54

0.40

(.05

P.

I
D

44-70
"-76

55
55

7.65
9.2

0.21

<.05

B

,b..65
,6-15

47
50

7.9
10.6

1.17

<.05

40-63
41-81

51
57

1.0
7.45

0."

(.05

D

B
D

4,-61
'9-80

52
56

6.45
1,.0;

1.66

(.05

B

,6-72
'1-71

59
51

10.04
8.1

,.04

) .01

Seal.
Ha

D
D

B

D

B,.

B
D

Pd

Pt

B

D

Sc

8i

B

D

• is calcula.ted tor a two-tailed teat.

p.
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Table 5
Difterences bet.een Means of Experimental Hale Sub-groups A
and C (1=23 and 26 respectively) and the Means of the Minnesota Male Normative Group (»=226, Mean in ever7 scale 50, SO
in every scal.alO) in terms of MMPI T-Scores without K.

The next question to be answered is whether the four
experimental sub-groups differ from the Minnesota normative
populations;

alld

if so. to what extent.

tables 5 and 6 show

that even at the .01 level of significance, the four experimental
sub-groups dlffer on most of the scales from their respective
groups of normative subjects.
Group A differs from the normative group on scales Ha,
Hy, Pdt Mf. Pt~nd Sc)beyond the .01 level of significance,
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Table 6
Difterences between Means of Experimental Fe.-le Sub-groups
B and D (N=25 and 24 respecti ve17) and the Means of the Minnesota Female Normative Group (.,15, Mean in every scale-50,
SD in every scale-10) in terms ot MMPI T-Scores without K.

Scal.

l-ratio

Us

1.92
1.26
2.95
1.,8
0
3.01
1.16
0.65
1.38

D

By
Pel

Nf
Fa
Ft
Bc
Ma

-

Group 1)

Group J
p.
).05
(.05
).01
(.05
~oo

).01

>.05

< .05

<.05

Scale
Us
D

H;y

Fd
Ht
Fa
Pt
Bc
Ma

-t-ratio
0

1.89
1.51
,.06
0.54
2.00
0
0.12
2.52

p.

.00
.05
.05
>.01

>

<

<~05
>.05
.00

<.0.5
>.01

• are calculated for a one-tailed test.

and on seales D, Pa and Ma beyond the .05(Table 5).
Group B differs from the normative group on scales

By and Fa beyond the .01 degree of significa.nce, and on scales
Ha and Ft beyond the .05.
Group C differs from the normative group on scales

H~,

Pd, Mf, Ma and Sc beyond the .01 degree of significance, and
on seales D and Ft beyond the .05.

,
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,

Group D differs from the normative group on scales Pd
and Ma beyond the .01 degree of sign.ificance, and ot!. scales D

and Pa beyond the .05.
Both ma.le groups differ significantly from the norma.
ttva group on seven scales D, Hs, Pd, MI, Pt, Ma and So; and
both female groups on. only one, scale Pa.

On the assumption that random samples taken from the
general registration lists are fairly representative of the
general population of lay college students in the two Catholic
Universities of Chicago, and that religious in training from
five different institutes are also representative of their
group of college students,

we

may conclude that the clinical

norms of MMPI interpreta.tion cannot be used with these highly
selected groups unless due consideration be given to the significant differences existing between them and the normative
population.

In other words, MMPI proflles of individual college

students or seminarians at varianoe with the profiles of the
normative groups might not reflect any pathological way of
adjustment. or at least not such that one could identify from
a 2%ima fACi! analysis of the profiles.
The profiles of the male groups( figure 1) follow very
closely the MMPI patterns of seminarian groups studied by
Wauck(39) and Gorman(l9).

Our scores are slightly higher than

Gorman t s and slight ly lower than Wauck' s~

,
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The four most important elevations, viz, on scales Hy,
11.£, Ft and Sc, are explained .by Wauck and Gorman on the basis

of other criteria of interpretation, independent of the general

MMPI norms.

These elevations are interpreted then as conveying

the image of a well-adjusted group with tendencies to be quiet,
orderly, ritualistic and conforming, tending toward more anxiety,
definitely interested in people and ideas and less committed
emotionally(19). (39).

The hypotheses of Wauck and Gorman seem

to be supported by this study, if we judge by the evident s1milarities of profiles.

nlere are very few studies on female religious populations that use independent criteria to evaluate HMPI profiles.
Black(l3) presents a profile of female college students evaluated by their classmates as "leaders" which has the same elevations on scales D, Pel, 1'a and Ma as the female groups of this
study.

These elevat10ns convey the image of a woman of superior

intelligence, critical of people and ideas, ereative and selfassertive.

The differences between the religious and lay groups

could be interpreted this way on the ba.sis of studies on male
religiOUS populations(19), (39), viz. that the religious group
is more anxious and ritualistic and the lay group 1s more
committed emotionally.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The

~'WI

was administered to 98 college students, ages

18 to 25, attending school within the Chicago area:

23 semi-

nari,nns from three different religious orders, 25 nuns from two
different institutes, 25 mala students attending Loyola University
or De Paul University, and 24 female studenta attending either
of the same universities.
married.

All subjects were Catholic and un-

It was assumed that their intelligence was above

average on the basis of their qualification as college students.
Their social status was estimated as middle class.
The lay subjects were selected at random from the general
registration lists at both universities.
l.;rare

volunteers from five

difC(~rent

The religious subjects

institutes who hc'ld the re-

quirements of age and education.
The ~pose of the experiment was two-fold.

First, to

investigate \mether religiOUS in training within the Chicago area
differed significantly from lay college students in tenns of thei!
scores on the MMPI.

And second, whether and to what extent

religious and lay college students differed from the Minnesota
revised normative group(Hathavmy and Riggs, 1957).
No significant differences in MMPI performance were found
between seminarians and male lay students.

In tt'lenty percent

of the scales, significant differences were found between the
5&

nuns and the female lay students.
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Differences significant be-

yond the 'lOS level of confidence were found on most of the scale
between each of the four sub-groups and the MMPI revi.sed normative population"
Csm£~usigns:

1) The statistical differences between

MMPI scores of religious and college students in the Chicago
area are negligible.

2) In any attempt to evaluate the MMPI

profiles of those highly selected groups, attention should be
paid to the significant differences between the means of the
Minnesota normative groups and the means of characteristic
samples of normals taken from the selected groups.

3) The

differences between college groups, and the differences between
CoII~~ . '}l""f'S

owd

the Minnesota normative groups should be evaluated according
to the general nOrMS of interpretation of the test in conjunction with other independent criteria.
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Instructions given to all subjects
Dear S and 8:

'Under the auS})ices of' Loyol-a UDiversity- a study on the MMPI test
(KinDesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory) is being conducted. The
purpose of' this study is to further el.ucidate the validity- of' the test as a
el.1n1eal devise f'or counseling at the college level.
Four groups of Catholic college studeats will be cOIIlPared on the basis
of their scoring on the test: 25 semina.'rians, members of' three ditterent
religious orders, 25 nuns from three dif'terellt institutes, 25 male college
students attending Loyola. U.. and De Ps.ul. U. and 25 female college students
atteDding the same universities.

The students were selected at rand01'fl from the general indexes ot their
schools and you were one of them. Your contribution will be priceless if
Y'O\I h&'ft an hour and a half to take the test. We realize that you. are busy
and pJ'eS'UrAably eng~ed in various activities, this renders your cooperation

still more valuF.;ble.
We are interested in how your college group compares with the other
three groups of etudents your same age. education and socio-wlt'tD'al
background.

If you decide to cooperate by taking the test you do not have to write
your name on the scoring sheet, but we would a'PP1*eciate it very much i t
you would give us your age, your sex and your soeio-economic status.
Anon:tm:1ty ~r11l help you to ~,nswer 'With absDlute frankness to the questioas.
SiBeerity in answering them will be the most important element for the

succe.1 of the study.
While taking the test, please be sure to be alone and do not discuss
your response. with anyone. We count on your seriousness and discretion.
If you thiDlt you will not 'be able to ta.ke the test within the etrtlJ'se
ofa week, we 'W'O\\ld appreciate it very much that you 'Would return tbe teat
aateria1s to us at your earliest coftYe:aiel'lce so tbat we may send them to
another student as soon as possible.

Sinee the amou.at 0'1 infOl"llt&tion given bas to be the sae tor all, plea e
try to do the best you can without t"urther clarificatloB of the instJ"Ul!t:lonJ
giTeD on the first page of the teat.
ItAs apgl.ied to you" seans either that the corrteBt ot the stateaeat
applies to you or that you earee witb what 1s said.
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